Minara Resources runs one of the largest nickel and cobalt refineries in Australia. The company markets refined nickel and cobalt, plus enriched sulphides, all around the world. The site is located at Murrin Murrin, some 900 km north-east of Perth. The raw materials are extracted from the ore using sulphuric acid (HPAL process).

Successful seal design

Over 140 slurry pumps are applied and extremely high demands are placed on them. For these, EagleBurgmann, in coordination with the pump manufacturer, developed a special type HRS70 and HRS70-D mechanical seal specifically for this application. It is primarily applied as a double seal and only rarely in a single arrangement. The basic type of this seal design has already been used successfully in large numbers in similar special applications.

Most of these applications are based on dual mechanical seals. They are pressurized by a central buffer pressure system. Both demineralized water in one section and clean process water for the rest of the plant is used as buffer medium (ring main).
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